Education Library Service
Recommended Picture Books
Summer Term 2018
Bently, Peter
Hodder
Interest age:

A home full of friends
Pbk
4+

£6.99

9781444920567
Reading age:

5+

One stormy day badger kindly offers various creatures who've been made homeless, a meal and bed for
the night. They then arrive with their families bringing provisions and have an enjoyable evening. A lovely
story of friendship and kindness, beautifully illustrated by Charles Fuge.

Dychman, Ame
Andersen press
Interest age:

Read the book, lemmings!
Hbk
4+

£12.99

9781783446346
Reading age:

6+

A fox on a boat in the Arctic is trying to look after 3 lemmings who keep jumping overboard. But, they
can't read the book explaining that lemmings don't jump off cliffs! Very silly story which would read aloud
well. Retro illustrations.

Kane, John
Templar
Interest age:

I say ooh you say aah
Pbk
4+

£6.99

9781783708727
Reading age:

6

The donkey has lost his underpants and the readers must help him find them by responding to visual
cues. Very simple illustrations and good for storytimes but practise first!

Kolanovic, Dubravka

Kindness is magic

QED
Interest age:

£5.99

Pbk
4+

9781784939410
Reading age:

6+

Wolf meets a little owl who has fallen out of a tree and tries different ways of helping her learn to fly, until
a few kind encouraging words do the trick. Gentle story with lovely illustrations.

Lambert, Jonny
Little tiger
Interest age:

Look out, it's a dragon!
Hbk
4+

£11.99

9781848698215
Reading age:

6+

Saffi isn't like other dragons. She doesn't enjoy crushing castles and capturing princesses. But when she
finds the perfect new home, how can she persuade her new neighbours that she is a helpful sort of
dragon?

Metcalf, Paul
OUP
Interest age:

Dog in boots
Pbk
5+

£6.99

9780192758842
Reading age:

6+

Philip the dachshund is in love with Penelope and tries various ways to woo her with disasterous effects,
but maybe he just needs to be himself. An uplifting tale with lift-up flaps.

Robinson, Michelle
Andersen press
Interest age:

Ten fat sausages
Hbk
5+

£11.99

9781783445424
Reading age:

6

Alternative version of the famous rhyme. Can the sausages escape their fate and make it successfully
through the kitchen to freedom avoiding various perils? Great fun and would read aloud well.

Rowland, Lucy
Macmillan
Interest age:

Little red reading hood
Pbk
5+

£6.99

9781509825226
Reading age:

7+

Red loves reading books, but on her way to the library a wolf sees an opportunity to get there before her
and pose as the librarian, and have Red for dinner. But Red isn't fooled and the librarian tells the wolf off
for being predictable. Alternative fairy tale with wonderful illustrations and humorous rhyming text.

Sperring, mark
Harper Collins
Interest age:

Princess Scallywag and the brave, brave knight
Pbk
5+

£6.99

9780008212728
Reading age:

6

A queen wakes up to find a huge dragon ransacking her kingdom but suddenly the land's bravest knight
appears. The knight is offered Princess Scallywag in marriage if he can get rid of the dragon. But maybe
there's more to this brave knight than meets the eye. Humorous girl power fairy tale.

Teckentrup, Britta
Orchard
Interest age:

Little mouse and the red wall
Hbk
5+

£12.99

9781408342800
Reading age:

6+

Little mouse wonders why there is a big wall and what is on the other side. None of the other animals
know and don't want to find out. But when a bird takes the mouse over the wall he discovers the world is
not as he thought. A simple tale about facing our fears and discovering what a wonderful place we live in.

You can buy these books for your classroom or school library from Peters Library suppliers
To obtain a login for Petranet, their on-line ordering system, and qualify for a 26% discount, contact
Angie Jacks.
angie.jacks@inspireculture.org.uk
Books will be delivered and invoiced direct to school.
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